
Everything is for kids…
Experts observe that when educational 

materials are designed according to

the world of children, children’s

self - confidence develops faster

because they can meet their own needs. 

Cabinet sizes that children can easily 

reach, tables without sharp corners, 

wooden textures and educational 

furniture that prioritizes naturalness 

provide areas where children focus on 

education more comfortably. 

Emko; has adopted the understanding 

of making production taking into 

account children’s ergonomic structure 

and health.

KINDERGARTEN
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KINDERGARTEN
WAITING

AREA
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While offering solutions by making architectural designs 

suitable to the area, products are designed suitable for the

age groups that will use it. Comfort areas have been created 

with cupboards, benches and beanbag chairs that children 

can use practically. With specially designed counters that

reflect the identities of institutions, waiting areas for parents

and decor works that will strengthen children’s imaginations, 

you will enter the children’s world.



Bring a different perspective to the library and sitting areas, the 
entrances of the kindergartens and the common playgrounds. 

Experience the warmth of wood with log cabins that add 
depth to the waiting areas.

Bench Bookshelf

Lodge Waiting Areas

Bench bookcaseBKT001 268 x 75 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Wooden boxesLBA001 200 x 200 cm  / 250 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Bring comfort to your waiting areas with Sedro beanbag
chairs. You can add color to areas with its erasable
surfaces and color options... 

Sedro Beanbag Chair

Thanks to its modular structure, you can combine
it as a round beanbag chair or separately as a
seperate beanbag chair. 

Quad Beanbag Chair
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KINDERGARTEN
WAITING AREA

Sedro beanbag chairEPS001 70 x 60 cm / 70 h 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Modular beanbag chair, set of 4EPQ001 70 x 40 cm / 45 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
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With their oval lines, cloakroom cabinets suitable for 
children’s use will meet all their needs with their hanging 
system and shelf section. 

While adding visuality to the area with its decorative 
house form, it will create a storage area thanks to its 
large interior volume.

Cloakroom Wardrobe

Home Formed Cloakroom Wardrobe

Cloakroom Wardrobe - For 4 people

Cloakroom Wardrobe - For 2 people

DLP001

DLP002

120 x 40 x 120 cm

80 x 40 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

House-shaped cloakroom wardrobeDLP003 80 x 40 x 130 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Its soft lines and specially designed compartment for shoes 
will be an integral part of cloakrooms.

S Bank

Benches designed for use in the cloakroom area will 
visually add color to the areas.
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WAITING AREA

Wooden legs and body structureABK001 140 x 30 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Flower Bench

Wooden legs and body structureABK002 140 x 32 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
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KINDERGARTEN
MONTESSORI 

CONCEPT
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Products with a modular structure that provide a wide range 

of movement for children, tables designed with the freedom 

of the child to do whatever they want, whenever they want, 

and cabinets designed so that they can reach their own 

needs... Educational materials planned for the child to see 

her/himself as an individual and to educate her/himself...

We produce the right educational furniture to create the right 

conditions for Montessori education. We think of children and 

design furniture that can strengthen their education in better 

conditions.



Creates orderly spaces by separating work 
boxes and toys.

It creates storage space for puppets and costumes 
thanks to its shelves and cloakroom cabinet.

Cabinet With Working Box 

Drama Cabinet with Shelves

Cabinet with work box and shelvesDLP045 60 x 35 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

4 shelves, cabinet with hangersDLP046 100 x 35 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE
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STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL Cabinet with 9 drawersDLP006 100 x 35 x 100 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is both stylish and ergonomic thanks to its 
structures designed entirely of wood... Wooden Chair

Its numbered design will increase the visuality of your
classrooms, while its drawers will help you organize 
your classrooms. 

Numbered Cabinet
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MONTESSORI CONCEPT 

T wooden chair 

Wooden chair

SND001

SND002

CODE DESCRIPTION
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The tables, which are produced with wooden and oval edges, 
can easily move as desired thanks to their modular structure. 

Thanks to its special design, it can be used in different 
ways in kindergartens with its modular structure that can 
be integrated into each other and its size suitable for 
group work.

Rectangle Table

Clover Modular Table

Rectangular tableDDM001 120 x 60 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Clover form tableMSA001 100 x 100 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

Kitchen corner cabinetDKR002 113 x 37 x 105 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Teacher’s cabinet with lidDLP047 80 x 35 x 180 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Thanks to its glass partition, 
it allows you to easily access files.

Teacher Locker

Activity corners made of wood help children to 
expand their imagination. Kitchen Corner

023
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The repair corner contributes to the fun and learning 
of children with its fine details.

The pool table, which stores educational toys, gives children 
different thinking skills. Thanks to the wheel system, it can 
be practically transported to the desired place.

Repair Corner

Block and Lego Table

Repair corner table cabinetDKR004 80 x 35 x 85 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Enliven your classrooms with dust-proof and easy-to-clean colorful carpets. Carpet 

Create a pleasant atmosphere in the 
classrooms with removable, multi-purpose 
colorful cushions and lace pillows.

Lace Pillow and Cushion

025

MONTESSORI CONCEPT 

Boxed lego game table 

Wooden lego cabinet

MSA002

MSA003

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
80 x 80 cm

80 x 60 cm

HAL001

HAL002

CODE SIZE

Effaceable rectangular carpet

Effaceable, round carpet

DESCRIPTION
180 x 280 cm

Q200

MND001

MND002

CODE SIZE

Cushion

Lace pillow

DESCRIPTION
50 x 50 cm

35 x 35 cm  

Use it as a writingboard or a clipboard. Airboard Blackboard and Clipboard

OAK001

OAK002

CODE SIZE

Tree form, airboard

Cloud form, airboard

DESCRIPTION
100 x 70 cm

120 x 65 cm 
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KINDERGARTEN
DAISY

CONCEPT

027

Thanks to its modular structure,

while the table arrangement is made 

in groups or individually, open space 

for children with cabinets that provide 

classroom order…

Make an impact in the classrooms

with the daisy form and the desired 

color options.



Wings Modular Table

Pyramid Modular Table

Plastic Chair

Display and Mira Cabinet

029

DAISY CONCEPT 
It can be easily transported and designed as desired with its 
special angled table that can be combined, with a wheeled foot 
system with brakes. Optionally, it can be combined with a round 
table in the middle.

Thanks to its pyramid form, it allows group work
by adding each other, and it can also be used 
individually if desired. 

Plastic chairPSN001

CODE DESCRIPTION

Sturdy, long-lasting plastic chairs are lightweight so they can be 
easily transported. With its soft lines, it prevents children from being 
harmed and adds color to the classrooms with different color options.

Contributing to the increase of
children’s social communication,
display student cabinets and enamel 
whiteboards enable children to reflect 
their free world.

WMM001

WOM0010

CODE SIZE

Modular angle table, small

Round table

DESCRIPTION
75 x 55 cm

Q60 cm

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green

DOD001

MOD001

CODE SIZE

Display, 4-door cabinet

Mira, 4-door cabinet

DESCRIPTION
80 x 40 x 80 cm

80 x 40 x 80 cm

Modular angle tablePMM001 70 x 50 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
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Display and Mira Magazine Holder

Plastic Drawer Portfolio Cabinet

Pinboard

Mirror

031

DAISY CONCEPT 

Magazine holder and student locker are designed 
together for the practical use of children.

Study boxes will help keep messy 
classrooms organized, while also
creating ample storage space.

Cork / pin boards, which help to present the pictures in the classrooms, 
are produced in various colors and sizes, changing the atmosphere 
of the classrooms. 

Various mirrors used in activity drama areas help children discover themselves.

Portfolio cabinet with plastic drawersDLP008 300 x 60 x 80 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Display, 3-shelf magazine holderDDR001 80 x 40 x 80 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

AYN001

AYN002

CODE SIZE

Wooden framed mirror

Tree form framed mirror

DESCRIPTION
60 x 100 cm

60 x 120 cm 

PNO001

PNO002

CODE SIZE

Fabric or natural cork / pin board

Fabric or natural cork / pin board

DESCRIPTION
90 x 150 cm 

90 x 180 cm Dark Blue Yellow Red Burgundy Orange Green Dark Green Grey

1
 Study

box

2
Study
box

3
Study
box

Blue Yellow Red Grey Dark Green Green
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KINDERGARTEN
MODULAR 

KINDERGARTEN CONCEPT

033

Thanks to its modular form, it can be added to 

each other and allows group work, and it can 

also be used individually at any time.

Thanks to the modular kindergarten concept, 

your movements will not be restricted, and the 

products that are adjusted according to your 

activities instead of fixed and bulky furniture will 

provide children with freedom of movement.



S / D / C Modular Table with Polyurethane Edges

A Chair, Z Chair  

Train Locker Module

Airboard Concept - House

035

KINDERGARTEN CONCEPT

S Modular table

D Modular table

C Modular table

SMM001

DMM001

CMM001

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
60 x 120 cm

60 x 120 cm

60 x 120 cm

A chair 

Z chair 

ASN001

ZSN001

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
h: 32

h: 32

5-piece modular cabinetDLP011 515 x 35 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

House form, wooden framed airboardOAK003 120 x 100 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

When desired, different combinations can be made with 
modular tables in aesthetic form with polyurethane edges.

Polypropylene monoblock ergonomic structure, sweat-proof and 
non-slip texture is designed for students who sit in the classroom 
for a long time.

The fun and educational Train module produces 
solutions for the wardrobe needs of the classrooms.

While creating fun playgrounds with its 
house-shaped image, it allows children 
to reflect their colorful worlds while 
writing and painting on the steel 
enamel surface.

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green Grey AnthraciteBurgundy
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KINDERGARTEN
ACTIVITY 
CLASSES
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Kindergarten activities are the whole of the systems 

applied to accelerate the learning process of children 

during the pre-school education period, to positively 

support their social, visual, emotional and auditory 

intelligence, to reveal their talents, to support their 

development and to prepare them for school age.

While designing the activity areas, Emko designs 

playgrounds and educational furniture that will

enable the desired activities to be carried out easily.



Playhouse

Greengrocer - Market Corner

Puppet Corner

Lego Game Table

039

ACTIVITY CLASSES

Lego game table with plastic boxMSA004 80 x 140 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Wooden playhouseDKR005 200 x 200 cm / 200 h 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Play corner with shelf and wooden boxDKR007 100 x 65 cm / 120 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Black enameled puppet play cornerDKR008 120 x 75 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

For the common activity areas, playhouses are designed according to the 
space and corners to be designed to attract the attention of children.

Greengrocer / market sections, designed to 
increase children’s social skills and add color 
to their games, which are colorful corners of 
activity areas.

Puppet corners, designed for the fun use of children and teachers, 
offer the opportunity to write on black enamel areas. 

Lego game tables allow students to develop 
their imaginations.
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Reading Corner

Robotic Table

Scene - Drama

Toy Cabinet

041

KINDERGARTEN
ACTIVITY CLASSES

Robotic game table with poolRBM001 113 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Seating area with spongeDKR009 200 x 50 cm / 180 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

P form, stepped stageSYB003 190 x 300 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Toy storage cabinetDLP050 70 x 35 x 45 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The reading corner in the form of a house offers children 
the opportunity to read in different areas.

Students will feel like stars on the 
stage designed for the show.

You can bring order to the activity areas by collecting toys.

Robots will take action on the pool-divided, robotic table.
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KINDERGARTEN
CORNERS OF 

INTEREST
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Play is an important opportunity where the child can 

express her/himself, realize her/his talents, use her/his 

creative potential, and develop her/his language, mind, 

social, emotional and body (motor) skills. 

Interest corners aiming to provide children with social 

life skills; It helps children to have fun while playing and 

to learn concepts such as color, size, shape and shape.



Corners of Interest

045

KINDERGARTEN
CORNERS OF INTEREST

SET001

SET002

SET003

SET004

SET005

SET006

Fire brigade playground

Police playground

Hospital playground

Bank playground

Market and Greengrocer playground

House playground

CODE DESCRIPTION

Encouraging creative activities for children with games 

played in areas such as; hospital, market, post office etc. 

which are in our daily life helping them to develop their 

imagination, prove themselves and discover their 

creativity, get to know the outside world around them 

and gain experience.

MULTI
PURPOSE
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PURPOSE
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KINDERGARTEN
SPORTS 

ACTIVITY AREA
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Physical education activities increase the physical 

awareness of the child and prepare the infrastructure 

for lifelong sports habits. Thanks to physical education, 

children acquire much more than movement skills.

While we design areas that will make children love 

sports, we design sports areas that will enable them to 

both learn and have fun.



Net Climbing Panel

Stair Climbing Panel

Climbing Panel

Activity Panel

Activity Mat

Sponge Playground Group

049

KINDERGARTEN
SPORTS ACTIVITY AREA

It is made of Beech WoodAKT001 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech WoodAKT002 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech WoodAKT007 600 x 600 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech Wood.AKT008 60 x 120 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

5-piece sponge cushion playsetAKT009 60 x 120 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
It is made of Beech WoodAKT003 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Make children’s sports 
activities more effective 
by using the net climbing 
panel in indoor sports areas.

Turn sports activity into competitions 
with the playground designed for 
indoor areas.

Have fun while preventing children 
from getting hurt with its easy-to-wipe 
thick sponge structure.

Make sports fun with the stair climbing 
panel used in indoor sports areas.

Bring kids’ favorite 
climbing action to life with 
the climbing panel.

Indoor sports fields will turn into fun tracks 
with the sponge playgroup.

DAYANIKLI GRUPÇOK AMAÇLI
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KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR 
GARDEN
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Outdoor learning areas provide more physical 

mobility than the classroom environment. 

We offer a learning environment where both 

physical and motor development, cognitive, 

language, social and emotional skills are 

supported with sandboxes, playhouses and 

activity areas.



Sandbox Playhouse

Windmill Playground

053

KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR GARDEN

AKT010
Two separate playhouses,

Double slide

CODE DESCRIPTION

Tower Playground

Bower

Playhouse with sandpit and slideAKT012 80 x 150 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Two separate playhouses, one slideAKT011

CODE DESCRIPTION

The covered sandbox area will also be transformed into 
a seating area and become new playgrounds.

The playhouse has two separate 
towers, with a large playground 
for children, a climbing ladder 
and a slide.

The playhouse has two separate towers, 
with a large playground for children, 
a climbing ladder and a slide.

Create outdoor areas where children 
can spend time together and have 
picnics with bowers.

Picnic area with bowerAKT017 180 x180 x 260 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MULTI
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Survivor Garden Track

Outdoor Game Table

Garden Play Set

055

KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR GARDEN

AKT016 Activity track

CODE DESCRIPTION AKT015
Abacus shapes,

Tic tac toe game board

CODE DESCRIPTION

AKT013

AKT014

AKT018

AKT019

CODE SIZE

Plastic top cover
Wooden table with box

Wooden table with plastic box

Wooden table with plastic box

Wooden table with plastic box

DESCRIPTION

80 x 140 cm 

80 x 140 cm

80 x 80 cm

80 x 80 cm

You can use the game tables where children can play 
multi-purpose games outdoors, as well as for fun activities 
as they are water resistant.

You can organize various competitions with playgrounds 
that will provide the development of large and small 
muscle motor skills and cardiovascular endurance that 
children need through physical exercise.

You can organize educational activities for children 
in the garden playgrounds.
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